
Curriculum & Instruction Facilities Learning Environment / Mental Wellness / 
Behavior Supports Community Involvement Technology General Comments

make homework meaningful, not just worksheets keep the school safe structurally. we have a beautiful 
campus with plenty of room for kids to run and play. Student wellness/fitness Activities 

The ability to have packets/curriculum electronically 
accessible. Printing packets is a waste of money and 
time!

Great school!

Consistent ELA curriculum for grades K-5 Make the sidewalk by the activity room functional for the 
winter and rest of the year. Aide time for students who need a one on one.

The Janesville School website doesn't seem to be 
enough when posting about important school related 
meetings. Maybe using the all-call system or another 
form of social media that administration oversees. 

Smart boards for all classrooms the school isn't a prison so stop treating kids like there 
criminals

Having a good mix of academic level per classroom 
instead of 1 class of advanced and another class of 
behind

Why can't Janesville families  pull together and donate 
their time, and maybe  donate some paint or materials  to 
help get bathroom stalls painted ? We would gladly 
volunteer and help buy some paint.

Develop a system for working off bad behavior helping kids feel as if they are a part of a community, 
maybe through service projects Access to needed devices/technology for teachers monthly lice check for elementary students to be brought 

back into the school

We need a writing curriculum. The math curriculum does 
not prepare the kids for state testing 

stop delaying important repairs on our school, if its a 
beautiful place people will come Not a school issue How do we make Janesville the most desired school in 

the community?

teaching students to be critical thinkers of information 
they can get to via internet technology, providing 
instruction for accessibility settings for general and testing 
use

Our success on keeping students caught up (or catching 
them up) from covid related absences can only happen if 
class sizes are small and with no combo-graded levels. 

staff development and cohesiveness, focus on complete 
history and addressing marginalized groups bathrooms are gross

Janesville needs to be aware of and address the needs of 
its changing demographics. Also, picking 3-5 simple 
playground rules and managing those would be much 
better than the huge list that is currently published. Ease 
up on all the "infractions" and make it simpler for the kids.

The community could use an open gym time. 

In a technology driven world, how are students prepared 
to learn technology and what opportunities do they have 
for coding and such beyond basic typing programs that 
are built into the curriculum for access for all students.

Honestly, several staff need to be looked at, Librarian, 
some teachers and some aids and the principal. The way 
that they talk to students and make arbitrary decisions 
and rules is something that hinders student well being 
and challenges the effectiveness of schooling.

How does the school prepare the middle school classes 
for AP classes? Has there ever been a GATE program? 

How qre we addressing and preventing student bullying? 
How are we insuring the safety of the students in the 
classroom and in campus? How are we addressing a 
positive community and dealing with the traumas our 
community faces. The students are unsettled and 
exibiting extreme behaviors at an early age.

There is not enough comnunity activities from the school

Students need more computer operation skills 
(Documents, keyboard operations, and manipulating 
images or graphs). 
The class computers get used daily so it may be helpful 
to make sure there is enough money to keep fixing 
computers that get damaged by students. 

The teaches and staff need to be a more cohesive unit.  
The internal strife has made a toxic atmosphere for both 
students and adults.  Perhaps a strong administrator that 
doesn't play favorites or isn't intimidated by some of the 
stronger personalities could be the answer. 

teach social skills with others instead of just suspending 
kids or sending them to the office No bullying no matter who their parent is.

When the bond was issued to build the Community 
Center, the community was promised access for events.  
That "access" now comes with a whole lot of regulations 
that make it almost impossible to use. 

Allowing more access to AR at home When will you provide professional development that 
updates the instructional practices of your teachers? 

Tutors 
The one counselor we have is doing a great job but it 
seems that at least two counselors full time would benefit 
the well-being of our students.

Host events like dances, fun runs for the whole 
community Computer crimes safety the way staff talk seems like they don't like each other 

very much and that they don't really like kids, either

small class sizes always benefit student learning. Let us have fun after school activities and assemblies 
again. Are you accessing local resources? A computer lab and library that are available to students 

before/after school as well as recess. 
Ideas and classes for the teachers on enjoyment.  The 
more "fun" the kids have learning, the easier they will 
learn. 

listen to students Answer telephone calls After school time to do internet work because internet 
service as a whole is extremely unreliable in Janesville 

Not teaching the kids the same thing two years in a row in 
combo classes

Teachers should have more training in dealing with 
students that may have emotional issues. 

show kids hwo to be respectful by being respectful to the 
kids Teachers learning how to use technology classes. 

Our school REALLY needs to have a competent Reading 
Intervention teacher! Not pulled in ANY other direction or 
focus- Just reading intervention.

Kids need a healthy outlet to deal with daily stresses, so 
having a meditation room or calm room or exercise time 
will help them develop those healthy outlets. 

One to one devices, updated instruction 

Life skills SEL needs to be integrated into classes Better computer systems for staff
Teachers sometimes feel forced to "teach for the test" 
instead of teaching the basics that students truly need to 
know. 

Lassen County WRAP Up to date technology for teachers and students in the 
classroom

Tutoring and more funds for supplies for teachers like PE 
equipment and art supplies are their social emotional supports available to staff

Alternative learning and hands on tools

Make behavior checks a last resort. A lot of the kids that 
get them get kicked off of sports or functions and this 
doesn’t help. Find a proactive way to build respect for 
teachers and students, like not not punishing them if they 
ask why.

No CRT, politics, or A political Also, mental health activities for the teachers.
Having enough teacher and staff should be evereyones 
top priority! 

needing mental health support doenst mean that a kid is 
emotionally disturbed

Teaching courses about business, finance, and software 
coding. 
Foreign Language  
Sports/activities 
Tutoring, 1 on 1 learning for kids who are struggling
Have less assigned homework. This really needs serious 
action as well as AR reading. This makes them not enjoy 
reading and learn how to cheat the system. Why not book 
reports, they get reading and spelling in one.
Not using only standardized tests to place kids in reading 
test levels and other classes
Special ed program and kids in regular classess with aids 
and student involvement with the special ed kids so they 
develop understanding


